
II. Methodology

• H1: evaluating only the test alternations, in terms of minimality
• Consistently more generalization to [k] than [p], regardless of exposure

• H2: more generalization to [k, p] when the exposure alternation is on the 
more non-minimal side (e.g., [f, b, v] → [tʃi])

• H3: more generalization to [k, p] when the exposure and test alternations 
share more feature changes
• More generalization in Lang-t/b
• Additional boost from [b] to [p]
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III. Predictions & Results

• Artificial language learning paradigm, with a poverty of the stimulus design (Wilson, 2006)

• Participants: native speakers of English (n=50)
• Stimuli: CVCVC singular nonwords with CVCVC-i plural forms
• Procedure: 3 phases

• Exposure: participants heard pairs of singular-plural nonce forms
• Verification: tested on subset of exposure pairs 

• Force-choice task: choosing the plural form between a palatalizing 
option ([lavutʃi]) and a non-alternating option ([lavuti])

• Reach an accuracy of 70% to be included in the analysis 
• Generalization: same test on novel words; crucially, some ended in novel segments [k, p]

• Exposure groups: five training languages (Language-x)

• Palatalizing items, e.g., [lavut] ~ [lavutʃi] in Lang-t
• Non-alternating items, e.g., [buder] ~ [buderi]
• Novel test items, e.g., [tuvek] ~ [tuveki]/[tuvetʃi] 

IV. Discussion & Conclusions 
• Interpretation of the results: both H1 and H3 seem to hold; however, 

they interact to yield the current results
• The very same alternations (velar/labial palatalization) were 

easier to be generalized onto, if the exposure alternation exhibits 
the same types of featural changes (H3)

• When participants did generalize to novel segments such as in 
Language-t, they were biased towards the alternation between 
perceptually more similar sounds, i.e., [k] ~ [tʃ], compared to the 
non-minimal counterpart [p] ~ [tʃ]

• Such preference was not observed in Language-b though, 
presumably because [b] ~ [tʃ] and [p] ~ [tʃ] also share the change 
in [bilabial] and thus the additional boost for generalization from 
[b] to [p].
• A further point: the distinction between [bilabial] and 

[labiodental] matters! 
• Measurement of similarity between segments: perceptual similarity 

must be referenced in the current case
• Feature counting is not enough (as shown in White, 2014)
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I. Overview
• One of the key questions for theory of phonological learnability to address:

• To what extent can typological asymmetries/gaps be accounted for by synchronic learning biases?
• The current study focuses on the relation between:

• Typological gap of labial palatalization
• Learning biases concerning similarity (aka similarity biases)

• H1: Participants palatalized [k] more often than [p], not in Lang-ʃ/b though
• H3: More robust generalization to [k, p] when the exposure and test 

alternations share more feature changes (indicated by higher number above 
bar)

• H2: results ambiguous for H2
• Half of participants in Lang-f/v patterned with those in Lang-ʃ
• The other half patterned with those in Lang-t
• Need more data points to determine the trend

ResultsPredictions

• Questions:
• Given the same exposure, do learners generalize more to velar palatalization than to labial palatalization? (H1) 
• Is generalization to velar/labial palatalization sensitive to the type of exposure?

• Does generalization occur from non-minimal alternations to minimal ones, but not vice versa? (H2)
• Do learners prefer generalization between similar alternations that share more featural changes? (H3)

• Palatalization (full): consonants shift their 
primary place of articulation to the palatal 
region (see Kochetov, 2013 for an overview)

• E.g., [ki] → [tʃi], [ti] → [tʃi]
• Labial palatalization ([pi] → [tʃi]), however, 

is rare compared to velar/coronal 
palatalization (Bhat, 1978; Bateman, 2007; Kochetov, 
2002, 2013)
• Many argue that most of the claimed 

cases of labial palatalization may not 
be considered as palatalization after all 
(e.g., Bateman, 2007 on Moldova Romanian)

• Phonological generalization: learners are willing to generalize a 
phonological alternation targeting isolated segments to a more 
general class of segments

• Such generalization seems to be constrained by:
• Phonetic similarity between input and output segments 

such that learners prefer perceptually minimal alternations 
(e.g., Wilson, 2006; White, 2014; Albright & Do, 2017)
• E.g., [ki] → [tʃi] better than [pi] → [tʃi]

• Featural similarity between source and generalized 
alternations such that learners can describe the alternations 
using at least one common featural change (Skoruppa & 
Peperkamp, 2011)
• E.g. [ti]/[ki] → [tʃi] better than [ʃi]/[ki] → [tʃi]
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